
My Period: Find Your Flow and Be Proud of Your Period! 
by Milli Hill

Notes for Key Stage 2 and 3 Teachers and Librarians

Suitable for: Girls ages 10+ / PSHE lessons

Explore themes of:  Body Positivity  Puberty  The Menstrual Cycle  Female Reproductive 
Organs  Self-Care 

CONTENTS

EXTRACT 1: Understanding your Body (taken from Chapter One – Let’s Get Started!) 
Objectives: Understand the importance of talking openly about your period; promote body positivity 
in class discussions; identify internal and external reproductive organs and what they do.

EXTRACT 2: The Menstrual Cycle (taken from Chapter Two – Puberty and your Brilliant Body)
Objectives: Understand why we have periods and how the menstrual cycle works; become a ‘Cycle 
Detective’ and track changes in your body and feelings throughout the month. 

EXTRACT 3: Surfing the Emotional Waves (taken from Chapter Seven – Looking After Number One)
Objectives: Make four S.U.R.F self-care promises to help support you through puberty; write a journal 
including what you have learned about yourself, periods, and puberty throughout these lessons and 
discussions.

A note on the resources:

It is advised that teachers, parents and carers read through this pack to check that themes and 
activities are suitable for their students. This pack is primarily aimed at girls, though all questions and 
activities can be adapted and delivered at the teacher’s discretion to mixed groups.



Getting your first period can be exciting – but there are a lot of 
questions you might be too embarrassed to ask. Like how much 
will I bleed? Does it hurt? How can I prepare? And what's the 
point of a period anyway?

Separating the fact from the fiction, Milli Hill answers everything 
you need to know - from menstrual cups and period pants, to 
cramps and hormones. She'll explain how incredible your body is, 
what is actually going on each month and why.

With guidance on choosing period products, charting your cycles 
and preparing a first period kit, alongside profiles of 'cycle 
superstars' such as Amika George who are working to end period 
poverty, this book is the complete guide to getting your period.

So find your flow, bust some myths and start to feel proud of your 
monthly cycle and your truly amazing body!

These resources have been created 
by Shapes for Schools 
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About the Book
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EXTRACT 1: Understanding your Body (taken from Chapter One – Let’s Get Started!)

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

• Say the words, ‘My Period’ out loud. How does it feel to say this? Did it make you giggle or 
embarrassed in any way?

• What other names might you or others use for their period?
• What is a period? Why is it important to be open about your period and puberty?
• Have you heard of ‘period poverty’? What is this and how is it being challenged?
• Why might some people be secretive or ashamed about their period? How can you and 

others help reassure them?

ACTIVITY: INSIDE AND OUTSIDE THE FEMALE BODY

• As the book states on page 24, ‘YOUR BODY IS ALWAYS CHANGING!’ This is true throughout 
your life but especially during puberty. This is an amazing time but it can also be unpredictable 
and confusing!

• Get started by looking over the Puberty Checklist on the next page. These are just some of the 
changes you and your beautiful body might experience throughout puberty. Mentally ‘tick’ 
those which you think apply to you. Which have you yet to experience? Remember, when you 
think about yourself in this way, it is important to be ‘body positive’ and proud of your body!
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• Next, it’s time to get to know both the outside and inside of your body a little better! Read over 
the descriptions on the two diagrams on the next page and have a chat about any words you’re 
unsure of. Then, see if you can label both diagrams with the correct terms from the word banks. 
Perhaps write them in pencil first before you go through them as a class.

• Reflect on why is it important to understand how your body works. How can this help you 
through puberty? Does it change how you think about your period? Discuss your ideas.
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FEMALE EXTERNAL REPRODUCTIVE 
ORGANS

OUTER LABIA          HYMEN            

PERINEUM         VULVA         INNER 

LABIA        ANUS            URETHRA            

CLITORIS       VAGINA

FEMALE INTERNAL 

REPRODUCTIVE ORGANS

CERVIX          EGGS            
UTERUS         FALLOPIAN TUBES         

OVARIES           VAGINA
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EXTRACT 2: THE MENSTRUAL CYCLE (Taken from Chapter Two – Puberty and your 
Brilliant Body)

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

• Why do we have periods? How can you make sure you’re prepared for your period?
• Why is it called the menstrual ‘cycle’? What have you learnt from the menstrual cycle 

diagram? 
• Why can periods be inconvenient at times? What kinds of side effects can the menstrual 

cycle produce?
• What might be the positives of having a menstrual cycle? Think about how your mood and 

energy levels can be affected at different times of the month.
• Can you name any period products and how they work? Which of them might you use? 

Discuss why.
• Can you name any ‘Cycle Superstars’? (Teachers, see pages 17–18, 63–64, 66–67, 70–72, 

109–111, 114–115, 193–195, 200–202) 
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ACTIVITY: MY CYCLE CHART

• Spend some time looking over the ‘Cycle Chart’ and talking through its key. What do you 
notice about this person’s emotions, flows/fluids, and energy levels? Note for Teachers: For 
more in-depth information around the menstrual cycle, see pages 153–162 of book.

• Think about how this chart relates to you and why it might be useful to keep track of how 
your body and emotions change over the course of your cycle. Remember, this chart is only 
an example and everyone’s cycle is unique and special!
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• Now it’s time for you to become a CYCLE DETECTIVE! Have a go at tracking what is happening 
with your body on ‘My Cycle Chart’. Even if you haven’t started your period, it’s really helpful 
to listen to your body and track its changes over the month. As the book states on page 150, 
‘This can also help to give you clues about when your menstrual cycle will start.’ 

• At the end of the month, reflect on your Cycle Chart. How might this process help you to plan 
for next month?

• For an extra challenge, read and learn about one of the many ‘Cycle Superstars’ from the 
book!

You can also download and print this template at 
geni.us/MyPeriodCycleChart
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EXTRACT 3: SURFING THE EMOTIONAL WAVES (taken from Chapter Seven – Looking 
After Number One)

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

• Why does the writer compare puberty to surfing? Can you think of any other analogies?
• How can hormones impact your mood and energy levels? What else can have an impact?
• Why is puberty also an exciting time? What positive things are happening in your life and to 

your body?
• What is ‘self-care’? Do you have any strategies or tips that help you surf those waves? Give 

examples.
• What other tips can help you during your period? I.e. think about: underwear; hygiene; 

period pain remedies.
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ACTIVITY: LEARNING TO S.U.R.F.

• As a class, go through the S.U.R.F self-care tips on the next page discussing why each one is 
important, especially during puberty and when you have your period. Consider which of them 
you are good at and which you are not so good at and why.

Note for Teachers: For more in-depth information around S.U.R.F, see pages 166–167 of book.

• Use these discussions to make yourself a promise for each of the sub-headings and fill them 
in on the S.U.R.F board on the next page. For example, S – I will read in bed instead of 
watching TV or F – I will make sure I eat my fruit at lunchtime. 

• Colour-in and design your board with colours and images that make you feel good. Keep 
your S.U.R.F board safe and check-in now and then to see if you are able to keep up with 
your promises.

• Finally, write a journal of how you feel about your body changing and your period. Perhaps 
the My Period. book and these lessons have changed your mind about some aspects of 
puberty and the menstrual cycle? Maybe you’ve managed to bust some taboos and myths 
about periods in your class discussions? Hopefully, you’ve now got a better understanding 
of how your reproductive organs work and how you can look after yourself during those 
low-energy days?

• Keep up to date with your Cycle Chart from Lesson 2 and try to keep making journal entries 
on your journey through adolescence. Add in any final thoughts below before you forget 
them!

Questions I still have …

People I would like to talk to about my body or my period …

•
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S – I will …

U – I will …

R – I will …

F – I will …

S.U.R.F. THE EMOTIONAL WAVES 


